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Abstract
One problem in concatenative speech synthesis is how to
incorporate prosodic factors in the unit selection. Imposing a
predicted prosodic contour as target specification is errorprone and does not benefit from the natural variability
contained in the database. This paper introduces a method that
searches for the optimal unit sequence by maximizing a joint
likelihood at both segmental and prosodic level. At the
segmental level, the concatenation cost and target cost are
reformulated in terms of conditional and a priori probabilities
which are combined with probabilistic models of fundamental
frequency and duration at the syllable level and the phrase
level. A generalized version of the Viterbi algorithm is used to
take into account the long-term dependencies introduced by
the prosodic models during the search of the optimal unit
sequence. This method has been implemented in a unit
selection synthesizer using an expressive speech database and
a subjective evaluation shows an improvement in the prosodic
quality, although the overall quality is only slightly enhanced.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, prosody

1. Introduction
Unit selection based synthesizers are capable of producing
synthetic speech with a segmental quality very close to natural
speech. However, the prosodic control of the unit selection
remains their weakest link in the overall quality of the
resulting speech. The usual approach to incorporate a prosodic
control in unit selection synthesis relies on a two-stage
decision process. A prosodic model is first used to predict a
F0 contour and segmental durations that subsequently serve as
fixed targets during the search of the optimal sequence of
segmental units. CARTs [1] and linear regression models [2]
are typically used to predict these prosodic targets.
However, a major drawback of this method is that the
prosodic sequence is chosen independently of the segmental
units, which may result in concatenation artifacts if no suitable
sequence of segmental units exists in the database. Indeed, a
unit selection synthesizer without any prosodic model often
sounds better in overall quality. This has led to a conservative
strategy that consists of using database of neutral speech and
simple constraints to ensure at least a well controlled neutral
prosody. While this conservative approach can be suitable for
some applications, it precludes the use of synthesized speech
in many other situations that would require a more expressive
and natural sounding prosody. Specifically, for applications
like book reading, video games or dialog systems, the
synthesized speech is expected to reproduce natural changes in
speech rate, as well as emphasis and contrasts in the
intonation. Unit selection synthesizers must be able to use

expressive speech database to bring this extent of prosodic
diversity. In return, an expressive database has much more
sparsity than a neutral database and the specification of a
single prosodic target for the search of the segmental units
sequence becomes even more inappropriate.
In this paper, instead of predicting a deterministic prosodic
target at an early stage, we rely on probabilistic models of F0
contour and durations and propose a method that searches for
the optimal unit sequence by maximizing a joint likelihood at
both segmental and prosodic levels. To this end, the segmental
target and concatenation costs traditionally used in unit
selection synthesis are reformulated into a probabilistic
framework that is extended to incorporate the probabilistic
models of F0 and durations. Independent statistical models of
F0 and durations are learned at different levels (phone,
syllable and phrase) which permits to represent the prosodic
variations at the level where they are best described. Since the
prosody is intrinsically a supra-segmental phenomenon, the
search of the optimal unit sequence has to consider several
segmental units over time before making any decision.
Therefore we propose to use a generalization of the Viterbi
algorithm [3] which offers the possibility of delayed decisions
by relaxing the constraints over the searched paths.

1.1. Related works
There have been previous research efforts [4-6] to perform a
joint search of the prosodic and segmental sequences. They are
all based on the use of separate Finite State Automata (FSA)
for the segmental and supra-segmental levels. They differ in
the way that these FSA are combined during the search for the
optimal unit sequence. A parallel search with token passing
between the two FSA is done in [5] whereas the authors in
[4,6] propose a composition of both FSA. In all cases, the
search turns out to be computationally expensive and some
pruning of the states must be performed to reduce this
complexity. Interestingly, our approach can be seen as a
dynamic pruning of the less probable states as explained in
section 4. Therefore, the joint search can be performed without
increasing the search space. Furthermore, the proposed unit
selection is formulated in a unified probabilistic framework
that reduces the needs of manually balancing the weights
between the segmental and the supra-segmental factors.

1.2. Paper content and organization
In section 2, we introduce the probabilistic framework of unit
selection incorporating multi-level features. Then, the feature
models for each level (phone, syllable and phrase) are detailed
in section 3. The principle of the generalized Viterbi algorithm
and its application to unit selection are presented in section 4.
Finally, we detail the implementation of the new unit selection
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3. Multi-level Feature Models

synthesizer in section 5, and a subjective evaluation of its
performance is presented and discussed in sections 6 and 7.

2. Probabilistic Framework
In the traditional approach for unit selection synthesis, the best
sequence of units is searched by minimizing a weighted sum
of target costs and concatenation costs. This cost based view
has been reformulated in a probabilistic framework in [7].
However, in both cases, the observations are at the segmental
level only. Here we start from a more general view of unit
selection in order to include the supra-segmental observations.
Let s  s1 ,..., sK be a sequence of symbolic specifications
derived from the textual input and u  u1 ,..., uK a sequence of
segmental units. The segmental units uk are generally phonesized units. In a probabilistic framework of unit selection
synthesis, we want to find the sequence of units that
maximizes some observation probability P(O(u )| s ) , i.e.

u *  arg max P(O(u )| s )
u

(1)

where O(u ) denote the observation features associated to the
sequence of units u , such as spectral features, energy and F0
contours, segmental and syllabic durations.
In our current approach, we introduce three levels of
observation Ophr ,Osyl and Opho which correspond respectively
to the phrase, the syllable and the phone level. Assuming that
these observations are independent 1 , the best unit sequence
can be searched by maximizing the product of the observation
probabilities associated to each level, since we have,

P(O(u ))  P(Ophr (u ))P(Osyl (u ))P(Opho (u ))

(2)

where the dependency on the context s is omitted for clarity
sake. Furthermore, for a given level l , the observation
probability P(Ol (u )) can be estimated from the conditional
observation probabilities over each element in that level 2,
Nl

P(Ol (u ))   P(Ol (ul i )| Ol (ul i 1 ),..,Ol (ul 1 ))

(3)

i 1

where ul (i ) denotes the sequence of units associated with the
element of index i within the level l (e.g. usyl (i ) is the group of
units that belong to the syllable of index i).
If we now assume that the observation Ol (ul i ) associated to
the element i is dependent only on the L elements before that,
the observation probability for the level l reduces to,
Nl

P(Ol (u ))   P(Ol (ul i )| Ol (ul i 1 ),..,Ol (ul i L )) (4)
i 1

With this assumption, the maximization of equation (1) can be
carried out recursively and thus the search for the optimal unit
sequence can still be done under a dynamic programming
approach. However, the phrase and syllable levels introduce
long-term dependencies since each sequence ul (i ) can span
several segmental units for these levels. One way of solving
this problem is to use a list-type generalization of the Viterbi
algorithm that we present in section 4.

In this section, we detail the features {Opho ,Osyl ,Ophr } and the
statistical models learned separately for the phone, syllable
and phrase levels. The spectral features are represented only at
the phone level whereas we adopt a multi-level representation
of the prosodic features. In this multi-level model, each
prosodic feature estimated at a given level is relativized with
respect to its mean over the considered level (except for the
highest level). In this way, we obtain a set of orthogonal
features between levels and can partially meet the assumption
of independence stated in equation (2).

3.1. Phone level
At the phone level, it is usual to assume a temporal
dependency of L  1 which means that the observations over
a given phone depend only on the preceding phone. Assuming
for simplicity sake that segmental units are phones, the
equation (4) can be reduced to,

P(Opho (u )| s ) 


N pho

 P(Opho (ui )|Opho (ui1 ), s )

i 1
N pho

(5)

 P(Opho (ui )| s )P(h(ui )| t(ui1 ), s )

i 1

The probability P(Opho (ui )| s ) corresponds to the traditional
target cost of unit selection whereas the conditional probability
P(h(ui )| t(ui 1 ), s ) corresponds to the concatenation cost.
Similarly to [7], we denote h and t the feature vectors
associated with the beginning (head) and end (tail) of the units.
In our current implementation, these feature vectors comprise:
x {13 MFCC coefficients, logF0 , VUF and their delta values}
where the VUF is the voiced/unvoiced cut-off frequency. All
these features are smoothed over a 10 ms window at the head
and the tail of the unit, respectively.
The observation features Opho consist of:
x {8 MFCC (c0 excluded), z-logF0 and loudness} measured at
the head, middle and tail of the phone.
x {phone duration}
where z-logF0 denotes the mean-normalized logF0 over the
phone. This feature is evaluated only for the sonorant phones,
i.e. vowels, glides, liquids and nasals.
With this choice of features, the phone model accounts for
the goodness of concatenation and for the segmental prosodic
pattern. The observation probability is represented by a
gaussian model P(Opho | s )  & (Opho ; Nspho , 4spho ) with mean
vector Nspho and covariance matrix 4spho whereas the conditional
probability P(h(ui )| t(ui 1 ), s ) is represented by a simple
model of zero-order linear prediction at the concatenation
point, i.e,

P(h(ui )| t(ui 1 ), s )  & (h(ui ); t(ui 1 ) Es , 4sE )

(6)

where Es  E (h(ui )  t(ui 1 )| s ) and 4sE is a diagonal
covariance matrix. It can be noticed that with these
simplifications, our transition model (6) is similar to the
distance measure proposed in [8].

1

An assumption we will discuss in section 3.
The subscript l stands either for the phrase, the syllable or the phone
level.

2
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Since we lose the systematic structure of the Viterbi algorithm,
the search for the best sequence of candidate units becomes
sub-optimal. Nevertheless, this loss of optimality is negligible
as long as we can assume that only a limited number of unit
sequences are likely to be a good solution. The tradeoff
between the optimality of the selection algorithm and its longterm memory is set by the couple of parameters (M , S ).
Finally, our unit selection procedure can be described as
follows.
x Initialization:

x Weight features (number of components)
More specifically, the type features used for each level were as
follows.
x Phone level: phonological type, sonority degree, articulation
strength.
x Syllable level: initial/final phonological class, lexical type of
the parent word (lexical or grammatical), onset/coda weight,
nucleus position.
x Phrase level: mode (interrogative, exclamatory or neutral),
initial/final word lexical type.

For each linguistic level (phone, syllable and phrase), the
gaussian models that best match the symbolic context at each
time are selected from the contextual trees learned at this level.
The contextual trees trained at the phone level 1 are also used
to preselect a subset of N units {uk } for each symbolic input
sk . These candidate units are then stored in M lists with
N / M units per list 2.

We use wagon [11] to learn the decision trees after these
symbolic contexts. The corpus has been split into a training set
of 1000 sentences, a validation set of 400 sentences and a
testing set of 400 sentences. The validation set was used to
prune the tree during the learning process and a stop value of
20 is set as stopping criterion.

x Recursion:

5.3. Optimization of the unit selection

1) Path extension: At time k , the S survivor paths are
extended by one unit to yield NS candidate paths, and
these candidates are classified into M lists.
2) Update of observation memories: An observation memory
is associated to each survivor path. This memory stores the
features estimated along that path and is updated each time
a new observation is available.
3) Path selection: Using the statistical models of each
linguistic level, the a posteriori probability (2) is evaluated
from the available observations along each candidate path.
Finally, the best S paths from each list are selected for the
next step.

Different values of the parameters (M , S ) have been tested
starting from the classical Viterbi (M  N and S  1) to the
List-type selection (M  1 and S  N ). Informal listening
tests yield to the setting (N  50, M  10, S  5). Obviously,
this setting depends on the corpus content.

5. System Implementation
5.1. Speech corpus
The speech corpus used in our system comes from the
recordings of a French actor that were originally intended for
television dubbing. This corpus presents a high prosodic
variability which makes it a good candidate for an expressive
speech synthesizer although its phonetic coverage was not
optimized for speech synthesis. It contains more than 3000
sentences which represents a total of 4 hours of active speech.
All the symbolic analyses are derived from LiaPhon [12].
They consist in phonetization and syllabification, part-ofspeech tagging and detection of breath groups (phrases). These
symbolic tags were automatically aligned with the speech
samples using ircamAlign [13] without any manual correction.

5.2. Training
For each level (phone, syllable and phrase), the symbolic
features used to learn the decision-trees are of the 4 major
classes:
x Type features
x Contextual features (type of the previous/next units or even a
larger context, type of the parent /child units)
x Categorical positional features relative to parent linguistic
units (with 4 values: head, middle, tail or mono)

6. Experiment
In this experiment, we aimed to evaluate the extent to which
the proposed selection method accounts for the suprasegmental components of the prosody. Therefore, we have
compared two settings of our unit selection synthesizer:
x Baseline synthesis, which uses only the phone model with
the classical Viterbi search (N  50, M  50, S  1).
x Multi-level synthesis, which uses all the three levels with
the GVA search (N  50, M  10, S  5).
The baseline synthesis incorporates some prosodic control
since the phone model represents the segmental duration and
the mean normalized F0 curve over the phone. However, it
relies solely on the smoothness constraint at the concatenation
point to produce a consistent prosody at supra-segmental
levels (syllable duration, syllable prominence and prosodic
phrase curves).
A Comparison Category Rating test 3 (CCR) [14] was set
up to compare both synthesizers. A set of 15 speech utterances
was randomly selected from the test corpus, with 19 syllables
in average (from 7 to 44 syllables). These utterances have been
synthesized by both baseline and multi-level systems, and the
synthesized samples were presented by pairs in random order.
The subjects were asked to judge the overall naturalness of the
speech, i.e. its prosodic quality as well as its acoustical quality.
The ranking of the two methods was evaluated by averaging
the scores of the CCR test for each method. Additional
information was asked to the subjects: speech expertise
(expert, naïve), language (native French speaker, French
speaker, or non French speaker) and listening conditions
(headphones or loudspeakers).
A total of 24 subjects performed the test (all French native
speakers; 13 experts and 11 naïve listeners). The results for the
whole set of subjects is shown in Figure 2. In this case, the

1

Actually since we use diphones units, we derive a diphone tree from
the question-lists learned at the phone-level.
2
For simplicity we assume a constant N for each subset {uk }.

3
The subjective test is available on-line at: “http://recherche.ircam.fr/
equipes/analyse-synthese/veaux/index.php/Main/TestSubjectif”
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